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LEGENDARY ROBUSTNESS.
IN A SOPHISTICATED AVATAR.

*Materials other than genuine leather are also applicable in upholstery

SPECIFICATION

Is your Land Cruiser Prado dealer

For more information, visit www.toyotafortuner.in You can Talk to Toyota at 1800-425-0001 (BSNL/MTNL Toll Free No.) or +91-80-66293001 (Direct No.)

Note: Vehicles pictured and specifications detailed in this brochure may vary between models and equipment. Addition of extra features may change figures in this chart. Toyota 
Kirloskar Motor Pvt. Ltd. reserves the right to alter the details of specifications and equipment without a notice. Actual colour of the vehicle body & upholstery might differ slightly 
from the images depicted in this brochure. Features are grade specific. 
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DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT
 Overall L x W x H 4.840 m x 1.885 m x 1.880 m
 Wheel Base 2.790 m
 Min. Turning Radius 5.8 m
 Fuel Tank Capacity 87 litres
 Seating Capacity 7-Seater
 Gross Vehicle Weight 2990 kg
ENGINE
 Type D-4D Diesel with Intercooler Turbocharger, 4 Cylinders In-line
 Valve Train 16 Valve DOHC
 Displacement 2982 cm³ [cc]
 Fuel Supply System Common-rail Type
 Max. Output 127 kW @ 3400 rpm [173 PS @ 3400 rpm]
 Max. Torque 410 Nm @ 1600-2800 rpm [41.8 kg-m @ 1600-2800 rpm]
CHASSIS & TRANSMISSION 
 Suspension Front / Rear Double Wishbone / 4-link with Air Spring
   Kinetic Dynamic Suspension System [KDSS], Adaptive Variable 
   Suspension [Comfort, Normal, Sport Modes] 
   with Rear Air Suspension

 Brake Front / Rear Ventilated Disc / Ventilated Disc
 Tyres 265 / 60 R18 Tubeless Radials
 Transmission 5 Speed Automatic
 Drive Type 4WD
EXTERIOR FEATURES
 ORVM [Outside Rear View Mirrors] with Electrical Adjust, Electric Fold, LED Turn Signal Indicator
 Projector-type Auto Headlamps [LED] with Headlamp Washer 
 LED Daytime Running Lights 
 Body Coloured Door Handles, Chrome Back Door Garnish 
 Front / Rear Fog Lamps 
 Moonroof [Electric Tilt & Slide] 
 Aero-stabilising Fins on ORVM Base and Rear Combination Lamps 
 Rear Spoiler [with Integrated High Mount Stop Lamp] 
 Roof Rails 
INTERIOR FEATURES
 Genuine Leather* Upholstery 
 Genuine Leather* & Wood-like Finish Steering Wheel 
 Optitron Combimeter with Illumination Control 
 Electro Chromic Auto Dimming Inside Rear View Mirror 
 Front Seat with Seat Heater, Power Adjust [D. Side: 8-way with Memory, P. Side: 4-way]
 2nd Row: Outer Seats with Seat Heater, Centre Armrest with Cup Holder, 60:40 Walk-in,
 Seat Slide, 40:20:40 Split Folding Seatback 

 3rd Row: 50:50 Split-fold [Power Fold] 
 Illuminated Entry System [Door, Side Steps, Cabin, Side & Rear Step] 
 Assist Grips [Roof & Pillar] 
 Console Box Cooling 
 Overhead Storage Console with Conversation Mirror 
 Extendable Sunvisor [with Vanity Mirror & Illumination] 
 Power Outlet 220V AC [1 No.], 12V DC [2 Nos.]
 Painted Inside Door Handle 
COMFORT & CONVENIENCE
 Automatic Climate Control with 3 Zone Independent Control [with Rear Temperature Control]
 Steering Wheel with Audio, MID & Bluetooth Switches 
 Power Steering with Variable Speed Assist 
 Power Door Lock with Auto Speed Lock 
 Electric Tilt & Telescopic Steering Column 
 Power Windows with Auto Up/Down and Jam Protection on all windows  
 Smart Entry with Start/Stop Button 
 Multi Information Display [TFT Screen] 
 Parking Assist System [Back Guide Monitor, 4 Back Sonars & 4 Clearance Sonars] 
 Cruise Control 
 Display Audio with Touch Screen, CD, AM/FM, 9 Speakers, USB, Aux-in 
 Tailgate & Openable Glass [Smart-entry Linked] 
 DAC [Downhill Assist Control] 
 HAC [Hill-start Assist Control] 
 Rear Wiper & Defogger with Timer 
SAFETY & SECURITY
 ABS [Anti-lock Braking System] with EBD [Electronic Brake-force Distribution]and BA [Brake Assist] 
 7 SRS Airbags: Driver, Passenger, Driver & Passenger Side, Driver Knee, Curtain Side Airbags
 Whiplash Injury Lessening [WIL] Headrests [Front only] 
 Vehicle Stability Control [VSC] 
 Tyre Pressure Monitoring System [TPMS] 
 Immobiliser
 Angle Sensor in Intrusion Sensor
OFF-ROAD FEATURES
 Crawl Control [5 Speed Select] 
 Multi Terrain Select [MTS] 
 Multi Terrain Monitor [4 Camera Surround Check]
 Panoramic View Monitor  
 Approach / Departure Angle: 0.54 rad / 0.44 rad
 Wading Depth: 0.7 m

White Pearl Crystal Shine Silver Metallic Gray Metallic Blackish Ageha Glass Flake Attitude Black Mica Red Mica Metallic Avant-Garde Bronze Metallic Vintage Brown Pearl Crystal Shine



COUNTLESS YEARS OF
UNCHALLENGED
OFF-ROAD HERITAGE
The Land Cruiser Prado rules over terra firma with countless years of off-road reputation that is by 
far, unparalleled. Spoken of in astounding awe and admiration for its quality, durability and reliability, 
the new avatar strives to combine epic off-road performance with evolved levels of luxury, driving 
comfort and safety. In short, robustness meets high sophistication.



EVOLVED
TOUGHNESS
The new Prado brings the perfect blend of on-road dynamics and 
off-road performance to your drive. Equipped with a 3.0-litre turbo 
diesel engine, the Prado allows you to tackle the most challenging 
trails with consummate ease. The robust body on frame build uses 
high tensile sheet that lends itself to a lightweight design – offering 
ultimate strength and rigidity. What’s more, this build isolates the 
cabin from suspension impacts, thereby offering much greater 
comfort on rough terra firma.



Each and every aspect of the design philosophy behind the new edition 
stays true to the tough as nails image while pursuing a marked evolution 
to sport a more advanced image. The bonnet has been redesigned to 
improve downward visibility at the centre while the headlamps and grille 
cooling openings have been moved higher to enhance protection and offer 
increased wading depth. 

Moon Roof [Electric Tilt & Slide] with Roof Rails

18" Alloy Wheels [6-double-spoke] Illuminated Entry System

ROBUST MEETS
PROGRESSIVE

Projector-type Full LED Auto Headlamps with Headlamp Washer LED Fog lamps



PREMIUM AND
USER FRIENDLY
Irrespective of the terrain you are conquering at any given point in time – be it the 
expansiveness and challenges of the great outdoors or the roads and avenues of the 
urban jungle, the new Prado brings a versatility that suits all your needs. Choose 
between various seating arrangements and tame any terrain that comes your way, in 
absolute comfort. 

Materials other than genuine leather are also used in upholstery. Specifications shown may vary from actual.



Whether you’re exploring new territory, or negotiating 
the urban jungle – the Land Cruiser has the spacious 
cabin and the versatility to match your needs. 
Choose between a 2-, 5- and 7-seater, for a vehicle 
that adapts to changing conditions and individual 
wishes. Loading is easy too, thanks to features like 
the rear glass hatch window that can be operated 
with one hand.

Heated and Ventilated SeatsMaterials other than genuine leather are also used in upholstery

LUXURIOUS
SOPHISTICATED CABIN 
Whether in traffic, out in the wild, on holiday or a family weekend away, you’ll always be travelling first class in the new Prado. 
The heated, ventilated seats and cup holder with cooling box ensure you have an unforgettably luxurious experience.
The air-conditioning system with a clean-air filter will keep you cool, featuring automatic 3-zone independent control.

Whether in traffic, out in the wild, on holiday or a family weekend away, you’ll always be travelling first class in the new Prado. 
You’ll always stay comfortable in heated, ventilated seats and when things start heating-up, the air-conditioning system with 
a clean-air filter will keep you cool, featuring automatic 3-zone independent control. The luxurious touches even extend to a 
cooling box in the centre console with a cupholder. 



The off-road performance and handling of the Land Cruiser Prado has always found hardcore 
loyalists across the world. From the Japanese mountaintops to the harsh forests in Europe 
to the tropical Central Asian terrains, it has been tested all over the world. The latest edition 
is peerless in its off-road capabilities that stem from a body with high torsional strength, 
high durability and a unique body on frame construction and build. 

LET THE
CONQUEST BEGIN

ADAPTIVE VARIABLE SUSPENSION (AVS)
AVS provides outstanding ride comfort, handling and stability allowing the 
driver to choose among three modes, Comfort, Normal and Sport in order to 
suit their preferences based on the road conditions. The height control switch 
allows the driver to select a normal, high or low vehicle height setting.

DOUBLE WISHBONE
The suspensions are tuned for greater handling 
stability, ride comfort and off-road capability.

KINETIC DYNAMIC SUSPENSION SYSTEM 
(KDSS) OFF-ROAD
KDSS works to suppress roll and increase 
vehicle stability while ensuring superior traction 
when driving on rough terrain.

REAR SUSPENSION
The electronically modulated rear air suspension 
maintains optimal control in order to ensure 
uncompromised stability and a soft ride. 
The electronically modulated rear air suspension 
helps in reducing road noise and harshness.

MULTI-TERRAIN SELECT WITH 
ACTIVE TRACTION CONTROL
Supports drivability in a variety of off-road 
conditions like Rock & Dirt, Mogul, Loose 
Rock, Mud & Sand by adapting the Active 
Traction Control (A-TRC) braking force and 
accelerator input appropriately to maintain 
vehicle stability.

CRAWL CONTROL SYSTEM
Maintains a constant low speed by 
automatically controlling both the 
engine and brakes. Additionally, the 
system minimises wheel-lock and spin, 
enhancing vehicle stability and the 
capability to escape from tight spots.

The Crawl Control feature can be 
incorporated in various modes.
 LOW  
 LOW-MED  
 MED  
 MED-HI  
 HI

MUD & SANDLOOSE ROCKMOGULROCK & DIRT ROCK

OFF-ROAD TERRAIN OPTIONS



Conquering every terrain is just half the story of the Land Cruiser Prado. While the 
build is robust body on frame and protects the passengers in extreme conditions, 
seven SRS airbags include full-length side curtain shield airbags and knee airbag for 
the driver extending comprehensive safety. With Vehicle Stability Control, advanced 
ABS, Hill Start Assist Control and Downhill Assist Control, the new edition of the Land 
Cruiser Prado ensures absolute, evolved safety.

SAFETY WITHIN 
AND THROUGHOUT

Multi-terrain ABS uses new control logic that instantly detect off-road 
driving conditions such as sand and dirt and automatically switches to 
the optimum ABS for the surface conditions. With normal ABS 
activated in on-road driving, EBD ensures balanced braking regardless 
of occupant/passenger load.

With ABS

Without ABS

Multi-terrain ABS with EBD

With VSC

VSC (Vehicle Stability Control) detects lateral skidding during cornering 
and automatically controls engine output as well as braking force on 
each tyre, helping the driver to maintain control.

Vehicle Stability Control

Collision protection for cabin occupants comprising of Supplemental 
Restraint System dual-stage driver airbag, front passenger airbag, 
along with knee airbags for the driver, side and curtain-shield airbags.

7 SRS Airbags*

The active headrest prevents injury to the neck and back in case 
of a rear-end collision. This plays a pivotal role in lessening whiplash 
injuries.

Active Headrest 

*For more details on the functioning of Airbags please refer to the owner’s manual


